Firstly, AgNW adsorbs those matters whose charges are opposite to that of AgNW to form compact inner layer (referred to as Stern layer). Then, matters whose charges are opposite to that of Stern layer are absorbed onto the Stern layer to form a loose outer layer. In the outer layer, there is an abstract interface. On one side of the interface which is near the AgNW, matters will move with AgNWs together to form stable entities whose surface charges are the same. But on the other side of the interface which is away from the AgNW, matters are loose. The potential of these entities is called zeta potential (Fig. S3) . Obviously, the same surface charges of entities will bring about electrostatic repulsion which can stabilize the AgNWs. And higher zeta potential means higher repulsive force that can bring about higher dispersion stability of AgNWs.
Many kinds of factors can affect zeta potential, such pH value, electrical conductivity of the solution and the concentrations of additives. In these factors, pH value is the most important factor for zeta potential because small variation of pH value may bring about dramatical change of zeta potential.
